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Rush pulls you headlong into the thrilling, high-stakes world of Eve Silver's teen series The Game, about
teens pulled in and out of an alternate reality where battling aliens is more than a game—it's life and death.
Eve Silver's teen debut offers science fiction and gaming fans romantic thrills at a breakneck pace. New York
Times bestselling author Kelley Armstrong says, "Smart and original, Rush is an action-packed ride with
plenty of heart."

Sixteen-year-old Miki Jones's carefully controlled life spirals into chaos after she's run down in the street,
left broken and bloody. She wakes up fully healed in a place called the lobby—pulled from her life, pulled
through time and space into some kind of game in which she and a team of other teens are sent on missions
to eliminate the Drau, terrifying and beautiful alien creatures. There are no practice runs, no training, and no
way out. Miki has only the guidance of secretive but maddeningly attractive team leader, Jackson Tate, who
says the game is more than that and what Miki and her new teammates do now determines their
survival—and the survival of every other person on this planet. She laughs. He doesn't. And then the game
takes a deadly and terrifying turn.
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From reader reviews:

Barbara Taylor:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to be aware of everything in the world. Each book has different aim or maybe goal; it means that
publication has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. These are
reading whatever they get because their hobby is actually reading a book. How about the person who don't
like reading a book? Sometime, individual feel need book if they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you will want this Rush (The Game).

William Emmer:

The book Rush (The Game) gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make
your capable a lot more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting stress or having big
problem using your subject. If you can make reading through a book Rush (The Game) being your habit, you
can get far more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about some or all
subjects. It is possible to know everything if you like open up and read a publication Rush (The Game).
Kinds of book are a lot of. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do you think
about this guide?

Cody Smith:

Is it you actually who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Rush (The Game) can be the respond
to, oh how comes? The new book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your extra time by reading
in this new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Bradley Harshbarger:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got learners? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And you know that
little person just like reading or as examining become their hobby. You should know that reading is very
important along with book as to be the point. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except your
current teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update about something by book. Numerous books that can
you take to be your object. One of them are these claims Rush (The Game).
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